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NOX EDF 6.7 HYBRID
E-ENDURO WITH 170MM OF TRAVEL AND INTEGRATED POWER PACK.
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You like extremes, long tours on single trails, and in 

rough terrain? You want to have fun both while biking 

uphill and downhill? You are tired of always relying on 

a shuttle or a lift in order to bike your favourite trails 

several times in one day? The previously available 

e-bikes aren‘t extreme enough for you, and you don‘t 

like the visuals of the „patched-on“ battery?

If you answered „yes“ to these questions, then with 

our new NOX EDF 6.7 Hybrid we have the right bike  

for you - a bike for everyone who pushes the limits 

and wants to exceed them. Or in short: a perfect  

symbiosis of muscle power and electric-support 

within the extreme range for bikers who like to  

experience real adventure, who aim to demonstrate 

their mastery while also taking a lot of pleasure in 

biking.

GENERAL
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NOX EDF 6.7 HYBRID
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The new NOX EDF 6.7 Hybrid is based on experience 

with NOX MTB Enduro and downhill bikes, which have 

now successfully been on the market for many years. 

We are now complimenting these proven product lines 

with the NOX EDF 6.7 Hybrid, as one of the first Enduro 

E-bikes with IPP technology (Integrated Power Pack). 

In this case the battery isn‘t piggybacking on the frame 

or using the carrier rack as per usual, but is integrated 

into the down tube in a visually appealing way. 

With the NOX EDF 6.7 Hybrid our developers and  

designers have developed a leap in technology in 

electrically assisted Enduro bikes for demanding and 

extreme use. The full frame and entire kinematics of 

the NOX EDF 6.7 Hybrid have been designed and  

optimised for the rigours of an Enduro-Bike, with  

optimum positioning of the powerful drive and battery 

cells. Experience the results for yourself!

NOX EDF 6.7 HYBRID
DEVELOPMENT WORK
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The ambitious goal was to integrate the battery cells  

in the lower frame area, making them shockproof and  

waterproof, without negatively influencing the stability  

and kinematics. It is obvious that integrating the battery  

into a notched or recessed down tube would no longer  

have the rigidity required by an Enduro-Bike in extreme  

conditions.

Thus with the new NOX EDF 6.7 Hybrid, the powerful battery 

pack, with a total capacity of about 580 Wh, is installed from 

below on the „undamaged“ down tube, and fitted with a sealing 

cap to protect it from water. Damage to the battery pack from 

falls are almost impossible compared to patched-on batteries, 

and the visuals speak for themselves. The NOX EDF 6.7 Hybrid 

will impress you with its unparalleled design, and you can only 

tell it‘s an e-bike with very close inspection

NOX EDF 6.7 HYBRID
THE CONCEPT
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IPP technology (Integrated Power Pack)

• Battery back integrated in the down tube

• Not visible

• Shockproof and waterproof

i
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It is driven by the powerful new BROSE mid-mounted  

motor. The basis for this is a car steering motor that  

has been produced millions of times, which is manu-

factured in accordance with the highest automotive 

quality standards and has been thoroughly perfected  

in recent years for use in high-quality e-bikes. The  

compact design of the BROSE mid-mounted motor 

enables optimum integration into the frame, and thus  

a particularly low overall centre of gravity for even  

better handling characteristics in harsh and rugged  

terrain.

BROSE mid-mounted motor

• Produced millions of times

• Highest quality standards

• For use in high-quality e-bikes

• Optimal integration on the frame

NOX EDF 6.7 HYBRID
THE DRIVE UNIT

MORE INFORMATION: NOXCYCLES.COM
8  NOXCYCLES
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„I was very excited about riding the Nox EDF 6.7 Hybrid as the first test rider 

in hard conditions. After trying it I am as excited about the Nox EDF 6.7 

Hybrid for downhill as I am about its older brother, the Nox EDF 6.7, without 

electrical assistance. The bike‘s perfectly tuned suspension with up to 170 

mm of spring deflection offers incredible comfort, and the extra weight is 

hardly noticeable in the handling.

The major difference becomes clear when riding uphill. Previously it was 

simply a necessity to bike up the hill in order to have the fun of riding down. 

With the Nox EDF 6.7 Hybrid biking uphill is really fun, and combined with 

the switchable E-support you can achieve an incredible training effect. 

I find the term „hybrid“ to be very appropriate, because muscle strength is 

still the first force you use, and then when it makes sense and adds to the 

fun of it, you can engage targeted support from the electric motor.  I see the 

Nox EDF 6.7 Hybrid as the future of all-around mountain biking!“

For our professional test team, led by Marcus Klaus Mann, the Vice World 

Champion, World Cup Winner and 15-time German Champion, it was also 

important to equip the Nox EDF 6.7 Hybrid with high quality components 

already in the basic configuration. 

Thus besides the Rock Shox Lyric RCT3 Solo Air suspension fork with up 

to 170 mm of travel, and a Rock Shox Monarch Plus RC2 DB Air absorber, is 

also equipped with a complete set of SRAM 1x11 gears.

NOX EDF 6.7 HYBRID
MARCUS KLAUSMANN:
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MARCUS KLAUSMANN
Vice World Champion , World Cup winner  

and 15-time German Champion in Downhill
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frame      

rear shock  

fork  

headset  

stem  

handlebar  

grips  

seat post  

seat clamp  

saddle  

crankset  

bottom bracket  

rear derailleur  

shifter  

cassette  

chain  

brakes  

brake disc  

wheel set  

tires  

sizes  

color  

weight  

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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NOX Frame EDF 6.7 HYBRID

Rock Shox Monarch Plus RC3 DB

Rock Shox Lyrik RCT3 Solo Air 170 mm

NOX SPOOK.T

NOX EDH Stem

NOX DH Bar, 20 H, 780 mm

NOX Stick Grips

Rock Shox Reverb Stealth, 30.9, 125 mm

NOX NOX Racepin 35

Sattel Velo Speedflex

Brose FSA E-Bike

Brose

SRAM GX, 11 speed

SRAM GX, 11 speed

SRAM XG-1150, 10-42, 11 speed

SRAM PC-X1

SRAM Guide R

SRAM Centerline, 200 mm /180 mm

DT E1900 Spline

Maxxis High Roller II / Minion DHR II 27,5x2,3

S, M, L

Black

ca. 19,5 kg

motor 

voltage  

power  

battery  

power total  

range

torque

BROSE

36 V

250 W

16 Ah

ca. 580 Wh

ca. 100 km 

max. 90 Nm
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frame sizes  

correspond to   

seat tube length [mm]   

top tube horizontal [mm] 

reach [mm]  

stack [mm]  

wheel base [mm]   

chain stay length [mm]  

head tube angle [°]  

seat tube angle effectively [°]  

head tube length [mm]  

fork length [mm]

size recommendation [cm]  

wheel size [„]  

material  

bearings  

rear travel [mm]  

recomm. fork travel [mm]   

disc brake mount  

headset [„]  

seat post [mm]  

rear axle dimensions [mm]   

rear shock length [mm]   

rear shock width [mm]   

 

GEOMETRY & DATA
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S   M   L

16,5“   18“     20“

420    457    508

590    620   650

403  433   463

613    613     613

1157    1187   1217

450    450   450

66,5   66,5   66,5

73   73   73

125   125   125

545   545   545

163 - 175  173 - 179  177 - 190

27,5

AL 6066-T6

ENDURO sealed full-ball bearings

170 / 150

160 - 180

PM 180mm

Tapered ZS 44/56

30,9

142 / 12

216

22.2 / 8 - 30.0 / 8
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OFFICE
HAWK BIKE Sales GmbH 
Rheinstraße 11 
12159 Berlin
Germany   

Phone: +49 30 447 221 0 
Mail: info@hawkbikes.com

SHOWROOM
HAWK BIKE Sales GmbH
Gewerbehof 1-7
13597 Berlin
Germanx 
 
Phone: +49 30 367 53 237 
Mail: info@hawkbikes.com


